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1 INTRODUCTION
By the early 2000s, the limits of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) had become apparent to chip architects who
were attempting to improve processor performance to
meet the growing demands of increasingly complex workloads. New deeper and wider pipelined processor architectures designed around that time to maximize ILP came at
a cost: high power dissipation, which state-of-the-art chip
packaging and cooling solutions could not handle. This
“power wall” forced chip designers to abandon power
hungry ILP designs in favor of thread-level parallelism
(TLP) and data-level parallelism (DLP), which relied on
multiple simpler processor cores on a chip with single-instruction-multiple data (SIMD) or vector instruction support to increase parallelism and workload performance.
The resulting change in processor design brought forth
new challenges: designers quickly realized that communication among multiple cores, and between cores and
memory was now a performance and energy bottleneck.
To put it simply, moving data to and from a processor now
took more time and energy than computing with the data
in the processor. This observation ushered in the era of
communication-centric chip design, with innovations such
as networks-on-chip (NoCs) receiving significant research
interest to reduce the data movement overheads. The
growth of the IEEE Hot Interconnects Symposium (HOTI)
[1] and the IEEE/ACM Network-On-Chip Symposium
(NOCS) [2] over the past two decades are indicative of the
many challenges and open problems with data movement
in computing, which are even today being addressed by a
vibrant community of researchers and practitioners.
State-of-the-art mainstream computing systems today
have manycore general-purpose processor chips with tens
of cores (e.g., AMD EPYC processor family with up to 64
cores [3] and Intel’s Xeon Platinum processor family with
up to 56 cores [4]) connected using a NoC architecture and
up to 8 sockets of these chips interconnected together.
Emerging GPUs and neuromorphic accelerator chips with
hundreds to thousands of cores are now further pushing
the boundaries of on-chip and off-chip communication architecture design. For example, NVIDIA’s GPU chips with
the Turing architecture have more than 4000 CUDA cores
[5] and AMD’s Navi/RDNA GPU architecture supports

more than 2500 cores [6]. As another example, Cerebras recently unveiled an artificial intelligence (AI) accelerator
processor chip with 1.2 trillion transistors and 400,000
(lightweight) cores [7]. While such a chip may not be representative of commercially-viable mainstream processors,
it points to a future where hundreds to thousands of CPU,
GPU, and AI cores will need to be connected together with
high bandwidth and low power interconnect solutions.
Indeed, energy for data movement is one of the biggest
challenges in computing today. On a modern processor
chip fabricated in CMOS technology, it takes 0.1-0.2 pJ/bit
for transfers over a 1 mm long electrical link (e.g., for a core
to access an L2 cache bank), and 1-4 pJ/bit over longer electrical links (e.g., for a core to access larger and more distant
last level L3 caches). When going off-chip to access main
memory (DRAM), it can take up to 30 pJ/bit. Inter-socket
(chip-to-chip) transfers can take 11-16 pJ/bit with AMD’s
Infinity Fabric [8] and Intel’s UltraPath Interconnect Fabric
[9]. While these numbers may seem small, they are at least
100× larger than the projected communication energy
budget for computing substrates in the future, to meet the
goals for the US Department of Energy (DOE) Exascale supercomputing initiative that aims to achieve exaflop performance within a 20 MW overall power budget [10]. Even
energy for processing data reveals interesting insights
about the role of data movement: it takes about 1.7 pJ/bit
to perform a floating-point operation in a modern processor [11], but a standard-cell-based, double precision fusedmultiply add (DFMA) requires only ≈20 pJ, which reveals
that fetching operands is much more energy-consuming
than computing on them.
The fundamental issue with data movement today lies
with the electrical interconnect technology in use for onchip and off-chip communication, where limits of electron
movement in conductors constrain the energy and latency
of transfers [12]. Taking inspiration from the datacom and
telecom domains where long-haul (several kilometers
long) optical communication has been in use since the late
1970s [13], researchers began to explore the possibility of
using optical interconnects in computing platforms. The
seminal work by Goodman et al. [14] advocated for the use
of optical interconnects in VLSI chips as far back as 1984 to
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Figure 1: An abstract overview of a silicon photonic link, including (a) a laser source, which can be off-chip or on-chip; (b)
waveguide, which can be a strip waveguide (for passive devices and networks) or a ridge waveguide (for active devices and
networks); (c) modulator, which modulates the electronic data (‘data’ in figure) on an optical signal (here we consider a
microring resonator modulator as an example); (d) photonic switched network, which includes many basic switching elements (e.g., those based on microring resonators (MRRs) or Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs)) responsible for switching and routing optical signals from a source towards a destination; and, (e) photodetector, which detects the optical signal
and converts it to the original modulated data and is often connected to a filter (MRR filter in figure) to drop the wavelength
of interest to the corresponding photodetector.

reduce latency. But it was really in the early to mid-2000s,
with the advent of the communication-centric chip design
era and the rise of silicon photonics that interest in optical
interconnects at the chip-scale truly picked up steam. Advances in silicon photonics have enabled integrated photonic circuits with the fabrication of photonics devices that
use silicon as the optical medium, and employ existing
semiconductor fabrication techniques [15]. As silicon is already used as the substrate for most CMOS integrated circuits (ICs), researchers realized that it was possible to create chips in which the optical and electronic components
could be integrated together. A new vision of computing
emerged where data processing is done with electrons
while data movement is achieved with photons. Over the
past 15 years, this vision has slowly but surely been on the
path to realization. Today rack-to-rack and board-to-board
optical interconnect solutions have already been commercialized and are in use [16]-[18]. Chip-to-chip and on-chip
optical interconnects are also actively being explored in industry and academia. Such optical communication within
and between multicore chips will be essential to overcoming the data movement challenge in emerging and future
computing platforms. However, chip-scale optical interconnects still face several daunting challenges that increase
their energy footprint, which weakens the case for using
chip-scale optical interconnects to replace electrical ones.
In this article, we survey the landscape of design innovations and architectures to enable energy-efficient manycore computing with silicon photonics. We begin by reviewing the state-of-the-art with silicon photonics devices.
We then focus our attention on approaches to improve energy efficiency at the device, circuit, and architecture levels
that can enable the design of energy-efficient optical interconnects and networks at the chip-scale. We then discuss
the role of cross-layer techniques that may span across one
or more of the device, circuit, architecture, and system layers to achieve energy-efficient communication with optics

technology. We conclude with a discussion on open challenges that require further research and industry focus.

2 OVERVIEW OF SILICON PHOTONIC DEVICES
Over the past decade, different CMOS-compatible silicon photonic devices have been developed to realize chipscale communication in manycore computing platforms
[152]. Fig. 1 shows an abstract overview of some fundamental silicon photonic devices required in photonic interconnects, including a laser source, waveguides, modulators, switching elements, and photodetectors. We briefly
review the state-of-the-art and energy constraints of each
of these devices in the rest of this section.
Lasers: The light source (see Fig. 1a) can be off-chip or
integrated on a chip. Off-chip lasers have high light-emitting efficiency and good temperature stability at a cost of
large coupling losses (and hence large energy consumption) between the off-chip light source and the silicon chip,
which is mostly due to the grating coupler loss, as well as
higher packaging costs. On the other hand, on-chip lasers
can potentially achieve a higher integration density and
better performance in terms of energy efficiency [19]. Nevertheless, the development of on-chip lasers on silicon is
extremely challenging because of the low emission efficiency of silicon [20], and its sensitivity to chip-wide thermal variations. Yet, several on-chip silicon lasers have been
proposed: III-V-based silicon lasers via bonding techniques [21], quantum dot (QD) lasers monolithically
grown on silicon [22], and germanium-on-silicon lasers for
large-scale monolithic integration [70]. Using a hybrid IIIV (Indium Phosphide) active layer, [142] developed a distributed feedback (DFB) laser on a SiO2/Si substrate and
reported a direct modulation rate of 25.8 Gbps and an energy efficiency of 0.5 pj/bit at a chip stage temperature of
25-50 °C. A hybrid QD laser with non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) communication at a record high direct modulation
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rate of 15 Gb/s with energy efficiency of 1.2 pJ/bit was proposed in [22], which operates at chip stage temperatures of
up to 70°C. The performance of each of these on-chip laser
contenders should be assessed in terms of operating wavelength, pump condition, power consumption, fabrication
process and cost, and thermal stability, which is a crucial
parameter to consider in complex optoelectronic integrated circuits and photonic interconnects.
Waveguides: Silicon photonic waveguides are the electrical wire counterparts in integrated silicon photonic circuits, as shown in Fig. 1b. In general, one can classify optical waveguides as strip waveguides and ridge waveguides.
Strip waveguides are usually used in passive devices and
circuits, in which light is passively routed (e.g., in wavelength-switched networks). Ridge waveguide are often
employed in active devices and circuits, in which light is
routed actively through, for example, electro-optic or
thermo-optic effects. Ridge waveguides allow for electrical
connections to be made to the waveguides for active tuning
of silicon photonic devices (e.g., through P-N junctions in a
modulator). The high refractive index contrast in siliconon-insulator (SOI) waveguides, in which the silicon core is
often buried in silica (i.e., SiO2), allows for sub-micron
waveguide dimensions (e.g., 500×220 nm) with high efficiency [23]. Indeed, light propagation in photonic interconnects relies significantly on precise geometry adjustment
of optical waveguides. Therefore, any distortion in waveguide geometries and shape can notably impact the optical
power and energy efficiency in waveguides. For instance,
sidewall roughness due to inevitable lithography and etching process imperfections can result in scattering, and
hence optical losses in waveguides. Such optical loss is often defined as dB/cm (i.e., propagation loss) and typically
ranges from 0.5 dB/cm to 2 dB/cm in single-mode SOI
waveguides [24]. In addition to propagation loss, there is
power loss whenever a waveguide bends (i.e., bending
loss). This bending loss, which is proportional to the bending curvature, is a result of radiation and mode-mismatch
in waveguide bends, and can be as around 0.01 dB for a 5
µm 90° bend [33]. Compared to the high-refractive-indexcontrast SOI platform, silicon nitride can provide an alternative CMOS-compatible waveguide solution with a moderate index-contrast [25]. In particular, the propagation
loss in silicon nitride waveguides can be potentially an order of magnitude lower: Silicon nitride waveguides with
losses smaller than 1 dB/m have been proposed, but this
comes at the expense of lateral and/or vertical confinement
[26]-[28].
Modulators: The gateway from electronic data to an optically modulated signal is through silicon photonic modulators, as indicated in Fig. 1c. In general, modulators fall
into two categories: those based on direct absorption,
which usually only operate over a limited wavelength
range close to the absorption edge of the material and provide amplitude modulation but not independent phase
modulation, and those relying on embedded phase shifters
capable of supporting both complex-valued modulation
and optical broadband operation [29]. Since the first
demonstration of a silicon photonic modulator with gigahertz modulation frequencies in 2004 [30], there has been a

noticeable amount of research effort on improving modulation efficiency, bandwidth, and insertion losses, all affecting energy efficiency in photonic interconnects. In particular, electro–optic (E/O) cutoff frequencies in excess of
50 GHz have been reached with the carrier depletion modulators [31], and even better performance with speeds in
excess of 100 GHz has been presented [32]. Mach-Zehnder
Interferometers (MZIs) [34] and microring resonators
(MRR) [35] are the two common silicon photonic devices
widely used for designing modulators, each with certain
benefits and energy costs. When designing modulators,
trade-offs have to be made when aiming at fast devices that
feature simultaneously low drive voltage and small footprint. For example, carrier-injection (active) devices feature voltage-length products as small as VπL = 0.36 Vmm
[36], where Vπ is the voltage required to achieve a phase
shift equals to π and L is the length of the device, but at a
cost of limiting the modulation speed to a few Gb/s. In contrast, carrier-depletion modulators support higher modulation rates, but typical voltage-length products are beyond 10 Vmm [36]. Although drive voltage and device
footprint can be substantially reduced by using MRR structures [35], these devices feature limited optical bandwidth
and their frequency response is prone to temperature fluctuations, which will be discussed in the next section. In
[36], a modulator with semiconductor hybrid (SOH) polymer integration suitable for operation at 40 Gb/s was
demonstrated with a phase shifting efficiency smaller than
0.5 Vmm and energy efficiency of 0.4 pj/bit. Recently, a silicon MRR with integrated thermo-optic resonance tuning
was proposed in [143] with modulation data rate up to 128
Gb/s (64 Gbaud PAM4), thermo-optic phase efficiency of
19.5 mW/π-phase shift, and energy efficiency of 18 fj/bit.
Switches: Silicon photonic switching elements are the
primary building blocks in chip-scale switched photonic
networks-on-chip [37]. In general, we can divide switching
elements into two categories (see Fig. 1d): passive switching elements, in which an optical signal is passively routed
based on its optical wavelength (e.g., wavelength-selective
routing [38]), and active switching elements, in which an
optical signal is actively routed through thermo-optic or
electro-optic effects [39] in silicon. Moreover, the switching
mechanism can be in terms of resonant effects (e.g., in
MRRs) or based on interference effects (e.g., in MZIs). Accordingly, compact silicon photonic switching elements
based on MZIs and MRRs have been developed [39].
Power loss, crosstalk, bandwidth, switching speed, and extinction ratio are a few important parameters in silicon
photonic switching elements. Actively switching of light
can be performed through either thermo-optic effects (e.g.,
thermal tuning) or electro-optic effects (e.g., current injection). Compared with electro-optic switching elements,
thermo-optic switching elements often present better
power efficiency at a cost of lower switching speed (few
microseconds versus few nanoseconds in electro-optic
switches). Recently, a silicon photonic switching element
has been developed based on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)-actuated adiabatic couplers with an extinction ratio as low as -70 dB, worst-case insertion loss better
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Table 1. An overview of the state-of-the-art optical devices discussed in Section 2. Such devices are required in an
on-chip communication link in a photonic network-on-chip.
Device

Technology

Performance

On-chip laser

Hybrid III-V (Indium Phosphide) on silicon

Grating coupler
(for off-chip laser)

Silicon on Insulator (SOI)

Energy efficiency:
0.5 – 0.6 pj/bit
Coupling efficiency: 81%
(-0.9 dB)
Loss: <0.25 dB/cm
Loss: <0.1 dB/cm
Energy efficiency: 18 fj/bit

Waveguide
Modulator
Switch

220 nm SOI
220 nm silicon nitride
MRR with integrated thermo-optic resonance tuning (PAM4)
1x2 MEMS-actuated adiabatic coupler (SOI
platform)

Optical filter

MEMS tunable MRR-based add-drop filter

Photodetector
(PD)

Pin waveguide PD with hetero-structured
silicon-Ge-silicon (Si-Ge-Si) junction

than 0.5 dB, sub-microsecond switching speed, and a high
bandwidth of up to 300 nm [40].
Optical filters: The continuous growth in bandwidth
requirements in photonic NoCs has driven a trend of integrating multiple optical wavelengths (channels) into these
networks. Indeed, different optical wavelengths, each carrying a separate modulated optical signal, can simultaneously propagate through a single waveguide without interaction (i.e., wavelength division multiplexing). As a result, there is a need for an optical filter that can efficiently
filter out and distinguish among different optical wavelengths at the receiver (see Fig. 1e). Silicon photonic MRRs
are good candidates for optical filtering because of their
wavelength selectivity [144]. In an MRR-based add-drop
filter, an MRR in proximity with two waveguides (see Fig.
1d and 1e) can filter (drop) an optical wavelength that
matches with the MRR resonance wavelength from one
waveguide to the other. The power loss and bandwidth of
the MRR determines the optical filtering efficiency [144].
Multiple MRRs can be coupled together to create a highorder MRR filter with better out-of-band rejection ratio and
pass band [145]. Recently, [146] reported an add-drop filter
using a microelectromechanical (MEMS) tunable MRR
with 530 pm resonance wavelength turning and static
power consumption below 100 nW, but with a low bandwidth of 20 Ghz [145]. A comprehensive analysis and review of MRR-based optical filters is provided in [144].
Photodetectors: The transparency of silicon in wavelength bands near 1310 nm and 1550 nm makes it an excellent choice of material for low-loss chip-scale communication. However, for the very same reason, silicon is inefficient for detection. Hence, silicon photonic photodetectors

Through loss: 0.02 dB
Drop Loss: 0.47 dB
Extinction ratio: 70 dB
ON voltage: 30 V
OFF voltage: 20 V
ON switching time: 0.72 s
OFF switching time: 0.78 s
Static power: <100 nW
Resonance wavelength tuning: 530 pm
Leakage current: 150 nA
Bias voltage: -0.5 V
Sensitivity: 11.25 dBm

Bandwidth
/ Data rate
25.8 Gbps

Reference
[142]

38.8 nm

[146]

128 Gb/s

[147]
[147]
[143]

300 nm

[40]

20 Ghz

[146]

25 Gbps

[42]

(shown in Fig. 1e) require integration of other materials
(e.g., III-V or germanium) for high speed and efficient photonic detection [41]. Silicon photonic photodetectors require large bandwidth, high efficiency, and low dark current. There are often numerous design trade-offs between
speed, efficiency, and output power. For example, designing for high bandwidth favors small devices, but at a cost
of lower output power [41]. Indeed, the photodetector output power (responsivity: electrical output per optical input) is an important parameter to be considered when designing photonic interconnects. It determines the minimum optical signal power level required at the photodetector to correctly detect the modulated data on the signal
(e.g., logic one or zero). Therefore, the sum of optical losses
on a photonic link should be always smaller than the photodetector responsivity. Recently, [42] reported a high performance pin waveguide photodetector made of a lateral
hetero-structured silicon-Ge-silicon (Si-Ge-Si) junction operating under low reverse bias at 1550 nm. This photodetector shows efficiency-bandwidth products of ≈9 GHz at
−1 V and ≈30 GHz at −3 V, with a leakage dark current as
low as ≈150 nA. Moreover, it achieves a bit-error rate of
10−9 for conventional 10 Gbps, 20 Gbps, and 25 Gbps data
rates, yielding optical power sensitivities of −13.85 dBm,
−12.70 dBm, and −11.25 dBm, respectively [42].
Summarizing the fundamental devices discussed in this
Section, Table 1 reviews the state-of-the-art of various optical devices required in an on-chip communication link in
a photonic NoC and lists critical performance parameters
for each device.

3 DEVICE CHALLENGES AND ENHANCEMENTS
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This section reviews some of the fundamental challenges at the silicon photonic device-level in terms of vulnerability to different variations and aging, which impact
the energy efficiency of silicon photonic devices, and some
state-of-the-art solutions to overcome such challenges.

Process Variations
There have been many successful demonstrations of the
silicon photonic devices discussed in the previous section,
to pave the way for their integration into manycore computing systems. All of such devices, however, are susceptible to inevitable variations in fabrication process. As mentioned before, any variation in the critical dimensions (e.g.,
waveguide thickness or width) of a silicon photonic waveguide can considerably impact the device performance
[43]-[46], often in terms of imposing higher losses and
crosstalk noise, both of which impact the energy efficiency
of silicon photonic devices. Such device inefficiencies can
accumulate in a system, considerably degrading the system performance [47]. For example, it was shown that fabrication process variations can decrease the optical signalto-noise ratio (OSNR) in photonic interconnects by up to
20 dB [47]-[48]. Recent efforts have proposed design solutions to improve the tolerance of silicon photonic devices
to fabrications process variations [49]-[53]. For example,
[51] proposed to improve the physical design parameters
(e.g., waveguide width) in MRRs and improved MRR tolerance to fabrication process variations by more than 60%.
Thermal Variations
In addition to fabrication variations, silicon photonic
devices are sensitive to runtime temperature fluctuations.
In particular, this is of concern when such devices are integrated and packaged with electronic devices, where chipscale temperature variations can reach up to 30 degrees
[54]. Indeed, silicon refractive index is temperature dependent (due to the thermo-optic effect) and follows =
+ Δ , where is the refractive index at room temperature, dn/dT is the thermo-optic coefficient of silicon that
is in a range of 1.8x10-4K-1 [55], and Δ is the chip temperature variation. As a result, similar to the impact of fabrication variations, temperature variations can significantly
degrade the performance of photonic interconnects [56][59] because of the high thermo-optic effect in silicon. For
example, [56] indicated a considerable increase in system
power loss in photonic interconnects due to runtime temperature variations. There have been some efforts at the device level to improve thermal stability of silicon photonic
devices, such as passive temperature stabilization using
liquid crystals [60] and development of athermal solutions
(e.g., based on polymers and titanium dioxide) for silicon
photonic devices [61], [62]. For example, through the use
of organically modified sol-gel claddings, [61] demonstrated a thermal shift down to −6.8 pm/°C for transverse
electric (TE) polarization in MRRs with waveguide widths
of 325 nm.
Impact of Variations
Due to the fabrication and thermal variations discussed
above, devices such as MRRs are prone to resonance wave-

length drifts, which prevents accurate modulation, switching, and filtering for detection. For example, [45] indicated
that with a single 1 nm change in the waveguide thickness
due to fabrication variations, the resonant wavelength of
an MRR can be shifted by at least 2 nm. Such deviations
impose energy efficiency degradation in photonic interconnects especially when using multiple wavelengths in
photonic interconnects. The number of wavelengths used
per waveguide is often referred to as the degree of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), with each wavelength enabling the transfer of a stream of bits, in parallel
with other wavelengths, to support high bandwidth transfers. The proposed solutions to address variation-induced
shifts fall into two main categories: permanent post-fabrication trimming and runtime tuning mainly through the
thermo-optic effect (i.e., thermal tuning) or electro-optic effect (i.e., bias or current injection tuning).

Overcoming Impact of Variations
The main post-fabrication trimming solutions are based
on either changing the level of compaction or stress of the
cladding or core material (e.g., using high-energy electron
or laser beams), or changing the refractive index of the
cladding material by applying high-energy UV light. Thermal tuning is achieved by varying current through a heater
near the MRR, causing an increase in the refractive index
of the silicon and the resonant wavelength to red shift. The
current injection tuning method injects (or depletes) free
carriers into (or from) the Si core of an MRR using an electrical tuning circuit, which reduces (or increases) the
MRR’s refractive index owing to the electro-optic effect, to
compensate for the variation-induced red (or blue) shift in
the MRR’s resonance wavelength. Current injection tuning
can provide a tuning range of only 1.5 nm at most [63], but
it incurs relatively low latency and power overheads (an
addition of up to 130 µW/nm to the total link power [64]).
In contrast, thermal tuning incurs high latency and power
overheads (an addition of 550 mW/nm shift, to the total
link power [65], and in speed, with devices displaying very
high ~100 µs thermal time constants [66]), but it can provide a larger tuning range of about 6.6 nm [67] and induces
lower power loss than current injection tuning. It is possible to only rely on one of these methods in a design, but
intelligently utilizing both can enable better energy efficiency. Devices such as MRRs often use current injection
tuning to switch between resonance modes and also to
compensate for resonance drifts. Current injection tuning
involves applying a positive/negative voltage bias to this
MRR PN-junction (between the core and cladding) to inject/remove free carriers into/from the MRR core. For high
frequency operation and lower power consumption, an
MRR’s PN-junction is typically operated under a negative
voltage bias or reverse bias [68] (otherwise known as carrier depletion mode of an MRR). The application of this
voltage bias generates an electric field across the MRR’s
core and cladding boundary. Similar to MOSFETs, this
electric field generates voltage bias temperature induced
(VBTI) traps at the core/cladding (Si/SiO2) boundary of the
MRR over time (i.e., VBTI aging). In [69], it was shown for
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the first time that these VBTI aging induced traps alter carrier concentration in the Si core of MRRs, which incur resonance wavelength drifts and increase optical scattering
loss in MRRs to degrade their quality (Q) factors. Simulation-based analysis in [69] into the impact of these changes
at the system-level for the Corona and Clos photonic network-on-chip (PNoC) architectures showed that aging effects cause a worst case signal loss increase by up to 7.6 dB
and energy-delay product (EDP) increase by up to 26.8%.
In [96], it was shown that the use of PAM-4 signaling can
reduce the impact of aging, improving energy-efficiency
by 5.5% compared to using conventional on-off keying
(OOK) signaling, in the presence of aging-induced long
term variations.

Loss

l1

Crosstalk

l2
MRR1

MRR2

Figure 2: An MRR-based add-drop filter in which the optical signal on the wavelength l1 is dropped into MRR1
with some loss on the drop port while some part of the
optical signal on the wavelength l2 (i.e., unwanted crosstalk) also has been dropped into MRR1. The signals
dropped into MRR2 can be similarly explained.

4 CIRCUIT CHALLENGES AND ENHANCEMENTS
Silicon photonic integrated circuits (PICs) are emerging
in manycore computing systems with a promise of realizing better energy efficiency, higher bandwidth, and lower
latency in such systems. Some recent notable advances in
this area include a 400G silicon photonics transceiver
demonstrated at Intel [16], an Intel FPGA package with an
Intel Stratix 10 die integrating a silicon photonics chiplet
developed at Ayar Labs targeting radar applications [18],
and perhaps, artificial neural networks enabled by silicon
photonics [72]. This section reviews some of the fundamental challenges at the circuit-level in terms of power
loss, crosstalk, and vulnerability to different variations, all
of which greatly impact the energy efficiency of silicon
photonic circuits, and some state-of-the-art solutions proposed to overcome such challenges.

Signal Loss and Crosstalk Reliability
Power loss and crosstalk noise are intrinsic characteristics of fundamental silicon photonic building blocks in
PICs. We discussed, for example, the propagation loss in
photonic waveguides in Section 2. Looking at other sources
of power loss, and in general, whenever an optical signal
passes through a silicon photonic device, it suffers from
some power loss and some crosstalk will be generated as

well. For example, as shown in Fig. 1d, whenever an optical signal passes (OFF in Fig. 1d) or drops (ON in Fig. 1d)
into an MRR, it suffers from some power loss usually
known as, respectively, passing and drop loss of an MRR.
In particular, crosstalk noise is of critical concern in dense
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) circuits, where
multiple optical channels exist with a small (e.g., <1 nm)
channel spacing. In such WDM circuits, while optical signals in each channel suffer from some optical loss, there
can be intra- and inter-channel crosstalk accumulating on
optical signals through different stages in the circuit (e.g.,
through switching elements). For example, Fig. 2 indicates
an MRR-based filter in which the signal on the drop port is
attenuated due to power loss, and also some inter-channel
crosstalk has been dropped into the MRR. Indeed, the
power loss and crosstalk noise from a single silicon photonic device (e.g., MRR) can be very small, and hence negligible [73]. However, in PICs integrating a large number
of such devices, the small power loss and crosstalk noise at
the device-level accumulate to a point that they can severely damage the performance and energy efficiency in
such circuits. Some efforts have formally characterized the
impact of the worst-case and average power loss and crosstalk in different PICs [74]-[80], indicating significant reductions in the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) in PICs
due to high power loss and crosstalk in such circuits. Consequently, the power penalty due to crosstalk can be significant in PICs. Moreover, crosstalk increases with the
data rate in PICs. For example, [81] has indicated a power
penalty (due to crosstalk) of 4 dB to achieve a bit error rate
of 10-12 at the data rate of 20 Gb/s. This power penalty increases to ~20 dB as the data rate increases to 35 Gb/s [81].
To compensate for the impact of power loss and crosstalk
in PICs, one needs to increase the input laser power that
considerably impact the overall energy efficiency in PICs.

Crosstalk Mitigation
Fortunately, some recent efforts have proposed solutions
to reduce the impact of crosstalk in PICs. In [82], two data
encoding techniques were proposed to reduce heterodyne
crosstalk (i.e., crosstalk noise power for a wavelength that
is affected by the noise power of one or more different
wavelengths) on WDM links used in large-scale PICs. In
[83], the HYDRA framework was proposed that combined
a different encoding technique with the use of double
MRRs, and additional MRRs to mitigate inter-channel (heterodyne) crosstalk in PICs. HYDRA was shown to reduce
the worst-case OSNR by up to 5.3× in PICs used across
multiple PNoC architectures, but at the cost of up to 22%
higher energy delay product. In [84], homodyne or intrachannel crosstalk (i.e., crosstalk noise power of a wavelength that affects the signal power of the same wavelength) was modeled and a solution based on the use of a
tunable decoupling waveguide was proposed to reduce
this crosstalk. The solution was shown to reduce worst case
OSNR by up to 37.6% in PICs used in various PNoC architectures, but at the cost of 19.2% energy overhead. These
results point to the challenge with mitigating various types
of crosstalk in silicon photonics: solutions to reduce crosstalk are essential for error-free communication, but their
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use entails energy overheads that cannot be ignored [84].

Energy Minimization
Beyond crosstalk mitigation, there are a few efforts that
propose solutions to minimize energy for PICs. In [85], an
efficient implementation of 4-PAM signaling is presented.
Compared to conventional on-off- keying (OOK) signaling, the proposed approach and implementation was able
to not only reduce bit error rate (BER) by 1.5× but also reduce power by 16.9%, EPB by 14.6%, and photonic area by
10.6%. In [86], a solution was proposed to reduce laser
power overheads. The proposed approach used on-chip
semiconductor amplifiers (SOA) for traffic-independent
and loss-aware savings in laser power. For transmitting a
packet between source and destination nodes, the approach first allocates only the minimum amount of laser
power to the source node that is enough for correct detection at the destination node. It then accounts for losses to
be faced by the data flit on its path from the source to the
destination and enables the source to amplify the allocated
laser power to the necessary level by using an on-chip
SOA. The approach was shown to achieve 31.5% more laser power savings with 12.8% less latency overhead compared to the best known prior work on laser power management, across PICs in PNoC architectures. Some recent
efforts have also developed a power-loss-aware path mapping in PICs using lookup tables, but at a cost of memory
consumption for lookup tables, which scales with the size
of the circuit [87], [88].
Overcoming Impact of Variations
The fundamental silicon photonic building blocks in
PICs, as mentioned in Section 2, are also vulnerable to design-time and runtime variations. Such variations result in
extra power losses and crosstalk noise in devices, the impact of which rapidly accumulates in large-scale PICs, degrading the energy efficiency in such circuits. As discussed
earlier, the impact of such variations can be compensated
for through using circuit-level solutions (e.g., active tuning)
at runtime. Some efforts have been proposed to alleviate
the impact of fabrication process and thermal variations at
the circuit level through optical channel remapping [89],
[90], intra-channel wavelength tuning and variation-aware
routing [91], balanced homodyne locking [92], and using
redundant devices [93]. Although these methods can help
reduce the energy costs associated with circuit-level tuning, they still rely on runtime tuning of defective silicon
photonic devices. Consequently, their energy cost can be
in the order of mW/nm to correct a single faulty device,
while the correction range (i.e., nm in mW/nm) has been
often minimized [89]-[91]. In terms of thermal effect mitigation, [94] and [95] developed heater proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers for stabilization to thermal variations.

5 ARCHITECTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Intra-Chip Photonic Communication
By the late 2000s, researchers began to investigate the use
of photonics in chip-scale communication architectures, to

improve bandwidth, latency, and energy for data movement. Early work explored on-chip bus-based hybrid electro-photonic communication architectures [97], [98] that
leveraged high-speed ring-based photonic waveguides for
global on-chip communication (e.g., between distant cores
on the die) while conventional electrical hierarchical busbased architectures supported local on-chip data transfers
(e.g., between neighboring cores on the die). Subsequent
efforts applied optical interconnects to enhance NoC architectures. In these photonic networks-on-chip (PNoCs), various types of photonic channels are leveraged to support
data transfers, where a channel typically refers to a photonic waveguide which can have one or more wavelengths
that are used to transfer data flits, via wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM; discussed in Section 3). The degree of
WDM (e.g., the use of 16, 32 or 64 wavelengths per channel)
is architecture dependent.
All PNoC architectures utilize one or more of three types
of photonic channels: 1) single-write-multiple-read
(SWMR): where only a single node (core or memory) can
write to the channel, while multiple nodes can receive the
data; 2) multiple-write-single-read (MWSR): where multiple nodes can write to a channel but only one node can
read from the channel; and 3) multiple-write-multipleread (MWMR): where multiple nodes can read and write
on the same channel. With exclusive sending channels,
SWMR avoids starvation and does not need global arbitration (unlike MWSR) to handle contention, which reduces
design complexity and network latency. When traffic loads
on the channels are evenly distributed, SWMR and MWSR
can perform well and provide high channel utilization.
However, for unbalanced traffic distribution, their dedicated channels result in low utilization and contribute little
to the network throughput. Increasing throughput would
require over-provisioning of channels, which would increase static power (from the greater number of MRRs required). Therefore, the low channel utilization of SWMR
and MWSR can result in low energy efficiency. MWMR
channels have better utilization and network throughput
due to channel sharing. Each node can write to or read
from any channel via more transmitters/receivers and multiplexors than in SWMR and MWSR. Thus, under uneven
traffic distribution, the nodes with high traffic injection
rate can utilize multiple channels to improve channel usage. However, full channel sharing in MWMR requires
more MRRs than in SWMR or MWSR channels, which can
reduce its energy-efficiency.
PNoC architectures can be categorized into either 1) alloptical PNoC architectures that use optical interconnects
only, or 2) hybrid PNoC architectures that combine optical
and electrical interconnects. The photonic torus [99] was
one of the earliest PNoC architectures proposed in literature. It consists of a photonic torus network connected to a
topologically identical electronic control network that controls its operations and enables the exchange of short messages. However, the architecture suffers from waveguide
crossing losses and high photonic layer area complexity.
Moreover, the electrical packet switched network based
photonic path setup and teardown incurs high latency and
energy overheads. Inspired by [99], some researchers have
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proposed similar switched PNoC architectures [100], [101],
with active photonic routers [71], [79] that can dynamically
route photonic signals (carrying data flits), similar to how
data flits get routed in electrical packet-switched NoCs.
Routing schemes for such architectures have also been proposed, e.g., [102]. However, designing a low latency control
network to dynamically tune MRRs across optical routers
in such architectures is an extremely complex process
[103]-[105].
In [106], the Corona all-optical crossbar topology was
proposed, with photonic waveguides configured in a token-based MWSR configuration. The architecture has inspired many other crossbar based solutions, but has several shortcomings: high photonic layer complexity (more
than a million MRRs required for implementation), lack of
path diversity, and a reliance on expensive electro-photonic and photo-electronic conversions even for local transfers, which is inefficient. Similar to Corona, an all-optical
network was proposed in [107], but based on the Clos topology. While less complex than the full crossbar topology,
the topology still requires complex point-to-point photonic
links and high radix photonic routers, and uses photonic
interconnects even for transfers over short distances,
which wastes power and leads to higher transfer latencies.
BLOCON [108] is a bufferless implementation of the optical Clos with a scheduling algorithm and path allocation
scheme for managing routing in the Clos. It provides low
latency and high throughput, but also has higher ring
heater and laser power compared to the optical Clos. The
Firefly PNoC was proposed in [109], which uses a hierarchical crossbar NoC topology with clusters of nodes connected through local electrical networks, and photonic
links overlaid for global, inter-cluster communication. The
photonic waveguides in the architecture were configured
in a reservation-assisted SWMR configuration.
In [110], the METEOR PNoC architecture was proposed
(Fig. 3a) with a configurable ring-shaped crossbar that augments a traditional 2D all-electrical mesh NoC. The photonic waveguides in METEOR were configured as a combination of SWMR and MWMR (Fig. 3b) to achieve energy
and latency reduction. Support for an adaptive PRI (Photonic Region of Influence) [111] allowed adaptive partitioning of traffic between the photonic crossbar and electrical
2D mesh networks. Fig. 3a shows how PRIs of different
sizes can co-exist (and be reconfigured on a per-application
basis), where only the cores within the PRI regions are allowed to use the photonic crossbar for communication to
other cores outside their PRI. Several other efforts have
proposed similar high-radix low diameter crossbar based
PNoCs (e.g., [112]). A few low-radix and high-diameter
crossbar architectures have also been proposed [113], [114],
[115]. Multi-layer PNoC architectures that leverage multiple layers of photonic devices and waveguides to reduce
waveguide crossing losses have also been explored in [116]
and [117].
Methods for scalable and high performance optical path
setup in PNoC architectures have also been explored in a
few works. For instance, [148] proposed an optical path
setup approach in which path-setup messages are sent using a flooding routing strategy to enhance the probability

of finding free optical paths. A few other works [110], [116],
[149], rely on a ring-based path-setup networks that are
able to configure multiple optical switches simultaneously
instead of sequentially, thus providing more scalable pathsetup performance, at the cost of a greater number of waveguides and MRRs.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 (a) Meteor hybrid crossbar/mesh architecture with photonic regions of influence, (b) SWMR reservation channels
and MWMR data channel configuration in METEOR [110].

The use of MWMR or MWSR waveguides introduces the
need for contention resolution protocols, to arbitrate
among potentially multiple writers on the same waveguide. A few efforts have explored improved arbitration
techniques that rely on time division multiplexing (TDM),
so that a single data waveguide can be simultaneously
used by more than one node in different time slots [118][121]. For instance, in Flexishare [118], a token stream arbitration scheme is proposed. The scheme requires wavelengths corresponding to each data waveguide to be injected serially into different time slots of an arbitration
waveguide. A node writes on the data waveguide only
when it gets access to the corresponding arbitration wavelength. Subsequently, the node cannot send data again till
its arbitration wavelength is injected into the arbitration
waveguide, which takes N cycles for N data waveguides.
The scheme leads to channel under-utilization, and performs worse as the number of nodes and waveguides in-
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crease. In [119], the token ring arbitration scheme from Corona was improved with the token channel and token-slot
arbitration techniques for MWSR crossbars. Token-slot arbitration uses time division multiplexing (TDM) and improves upon token channel arbitration by dividing the arbitration waveguide into fixed-size, back-to-back slots,
with destination nodes circulating tokens in one-to-one
correspondence to slots. A limitation of this approach is
that a fixed time gap is required between two arbitration
slots to set up data for transmission, which reduces the
available time slots to send data. In UltraNoC [120], an
MWMR-based PNoC architecture, a more effective concurrent token stream arbitration strategy is proposed, which
together with support for reconfigurable core cluster prioritization and inter-cluster bandwidth re-allocation, is
shown to improve MWMR photonic channel utilization.
This technique is further improved upon in SwiftNoC
[121], which allows overlapping of arbitration and data
slots to reduce transfer latency, and adds more efficient
data multicasting capabilities, to achieve ≈1 pJ/bit average
energy efficiency for on-chip transfers.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 (a) Layout of MWMR crossbar used in SwiftNoC with the
arrangement of cores and their respective gateway interfaces. (b)
Timing diagram of arbitration in SwiftNoC, which shows distribution of arbitration (Ai), receiver selection (Ri), and data slots
(Di) across four MWMR waveguide groups (W1 – W4) [121].

Fig. 4a shows the topology of the SwiftNoC PNoC architecture [121]. All cores on a chip are partitioned into four
clusters (C0 – C3) and each cluster is assigned a dedicated
arbitration wavelength (λ0 – λ3). Each MWMR waveguide
group is divided into a fixed number of time slots, based
on the time taken by light to traverse the waveguide on a
die. Based on geometric calculations, each pass of the
MWMR waveguide was estimated to take 4 cycles at 2.5
GHz. Thus, each MWMR waveguide group is divided into
8 time slots (4 time slots for the first pass and 4 time slots
for the second pass). The time slots are further classified

into three types: arbitration slot, receiver selection slot, and
data slot. Fig. 4b shows an example of the distribution of
time slots across 4 MWMR waveguide groups, with overlapped arbitration and data slots. In the arbitration slot, the
laser source wavelength power controller (LSWC) injects
the arbitration wavelengths of clusters, selectively using a
modulator group to dedicate the arbitration slot to a particular cluster. Each receiving node Ni is assigned a receiver selection wavelength λi+4. Thus, after a sending node
grabs an arbitration wavelength in the arbitration slot, it
gets access to the next receiver selection slot which initially
has all the receiver selection wavelengths injected by the
LSWC. In this receiver selection slot, the sending node removes all the receiver selection wavelengths except the one
corresponding to its receiving node using its modulators
bank. Subsequently, in the next data slot, the sending node
modulates data on the 64 wavelengths (λ4 – λ67) in each
waveguide group assigned for data transfer. In the receiving portion of the MWMR waveguide (second pass of dualcoiled MWMR waveguide) whenever a receiver selection
slot reaches a receiving node (Ni), the receiving node only
switches-on its detector corresponding to its receiver selection wavelength λi+4. Whenever a receiving node detects its
receiver selection wavelength in the receiver selection slot,
it switches-on its remaining detectors to receive data in the
next data slot. The stream of tokens (i.e., stream of arbitration slots with arbitration wavelengths dedicated to a specific cluster) on concurrent slots in waveguide groups allows multiple nodes to inject packets simultaneously on
the same MWMR waveguide, resulting in extremely high
channel utilization of each MWMR waveguide group. This
architecture was extended in BIGNOC [122], with homogeneous and heterogeneous photonic channel configurations, to accelerate big data application execution.
A few PNoC architectures have also been proposed that
use free-space transfers [123]-[126]. They use dense Multiple Quantum Well (MQW) devices for electro-optic modulation, consuming less than 1 pJ/bit energy. These MQW
devices can be configured either as absorption modulators
or photodetectors (PDs). Most interestingly, MQW modulators do not suffer from the thermal variation challenges
of MRRs and can be fabricated in various angles to achieve
out-of-plane beam steering directions. Such free-space configurations can be integrated with standard CMOS fabrication processes. In [126], a comprehensive framework for
free-space link mapping and PNoC synthesis was proposed. In the proposed architecture, MQW devices are fabricated on a GaAs substrate and then flip-chip bonded to
the logic layer and waveguide coupled with a continuous
wave external laser source. Modulated light can be directed through micro-mirrors and micro-lens to transmit
data via the free-space medium.

Inter-Chip Photonic Communication
A few efforts have begun to explore photonics for chipto-chip communication at the intra-board level [127]-[129].
For instance, [127] proposed the Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR) based non-blocking, all-to-all, flat topology optical interconnect architecture. An AWGR is a
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passive optical cross connect, where every input port carries the same set of optical wavelengths, while each output
port receives a set of wavelengths with each wavelength
coming from a different input. This essentially creates a
non-blocking, wavelength routed crossbar. The architecture showed improved energy-efficiency over electrical alternatives. But the architecture was evaluated in the Cband regime, which has limited compatibility with electrooptic printed circuit board (PCB) technology that typically
offers a low waveguide loss figure at the O-band [130]. The
European H2020 project ICT-STREAMS is currently working on realizing the AWGR-based interconnect benefits in
the O-band and at data rates up to 50 Gb/s [131], by exploiting WDM. In [132], an AWGR-based 8-socket optical interconnect architecture was demonstrated with data rates up
to 40 Gb/s, and a photonic link energy efficiency of 24 pJ/bit
which can be reduced to ≈6 pJ/bit with layout enhancements, state-of-the-art ring modulator drivers, and use of
Serialization/Deserialization (SerDes). This is a notable reduction over the 16.2 pJ/bit in Intel’s (electrical) QPI that is
widely used today.
Recent years have seen the proliferation of 2.5D integration, where small chiplets are integrated over an interposer
to create a multi-chiplet processor on package. Such multiple chiplet based macro processors chips can have better
yield (and thus lower cost) than a processor based on a single large die. In [133], three silicon-photonic network designs are proposed for low-power, high-bandwidth interchiplet communication: a static wavelength-routed pointto-point network, a “two-phase” arbitrated network, and a
limited connectivity point-to-point network. Simulation
results for a 64-die, 512-core cache-coherent macro chip indicate that the point-to-point network is over 10× more
power-efficient and has the lowest design complexity compared to the other networks. In [134], an MWSR crossbarbased architecture is proposed to connect multiple
chiplets, and is shown to achieve better performance than
a concentrated mesh, Corona, and Firefly-based optical architectures adapted for inter-chiplet communication. In
[135], a hybrid ring and all-to-all optical link based architecture is proposed to connect chiplets, with the ring being
used to transmit data packets and the all-to-all links being
used for control packets. The architecture is shown to outperform an electrical-based 2.5D interconnection solution.

6 CROSS LAYER ENHANCEMENTS
Cross-layer approaches involve enhancements at one or
more of the device, circuit, architecture, and system (operating system and/or middleware) layers in a cooperative
manner. Such techniques can be significantly more effective than single-layer techniques in achieving holistic design goals such as energy efficiency.

Reliability Management
There have been a few efforts in recent years that have
proposed cross-layer optimization techniques to enhance
energy-efficiency and robustness in silicon photonics. In
[83], the HYDRA cross-layer framework was proposed to
minimize crosstalk in photonic interconnects, while im-

proving energy-efficiency of data transfers. HYDRA combined multiple device-layer and circuit-layer techniques
into a cross-layer framework. A device-layer approach was
utilized for intermodulation (IM) crosstalk [136] mitigation
by placing additional MRRs at modulating and receiving
nodes to reduce IM noise. Another device-layer approach
was utilized for heterodyne crosstalk mitigation that used
double MRRs to improve worst-case OSNR in detectors by
tailoring the MRRs’ passbands to have steeper roll-off.
Lastly, a circuit-layer technique was proposed for heterodyne crosstalk mitigation that improved worst-case OSNR
in detectors by encoding data to avoid undesirable data
value occurrences. The synergistic combined effect of using the two device layer and one circuit layer enhancement
in HYDRA was shown to improve worst-case OSNR by up
to 5.3× for the Corona and Firefly crossbar PNoC architectures in the presence of fabrication process variations,
while also reducing the energy-delay-product over the best
known single-layer solutions from prior work.

Variation Management
Runtime variations due to temperature changes on a
chip also create a significant challenge for silicon photonics
designers. For example, the resonant wavelength of an
MRR is sensitive to thermal variations with up to a 7.4 nm
shift in the resonance on a state-of-the-art 64-core processor chip. Such a resonance shift causes wavelength coupling (i.e., inter-device matching) failures, prompting the
need for dynamic MRR tuning. However, device-level tuning incurs costs in power and latency, as discussed earlier.
In [150] an approach to reduce MRR tuning power via
adaptive workload (thread) allocation was proposed. In
[67], the LIBRA cross-layer framework was proposed that
built on this idea to reduce the overhead of single-layer
(device-level) optimization for overcoming the effect of
thermal variations. A device-level heater proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller was devised for stabilizing the operation of MRR devices in the presence of thermal (and process) variations. This device-layer approach
was coupled with an intelligent system-layer software
thread migration strategy that migrated threads to cores in
a manner that reduced the energy costs of device-level
thermal-induced tuning. This cross-layer approach reduced total power dissipation by up to 61% and total energy by up to 57% on the Corona and Flexishare PNoC architectures, compared to well-known single-layer optimization approaches at the device and circuit levels.

7 OPEN CHALLENGES
Improving energy-efficiency in manycore computing
systems with silicon photonics has received much attention over the past decade, as outlined in this survey. In this
section we elaborate on some open challenges that must be
addressed in the near future, that can provide opportunities for further and more aggressive energy reduction in
manycore computing.
Packaging: Photonic packaging of silicon photonic integrated circuits is considerably more challenging than electronic packaging while it is also orders of magnitude more
expensive. In particular, it requires robust micron-level
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alignment of optical components, precise real-time temperature control, and often a high degree of vertical and
horizontal electrical integration [87]. Silicon photonic
packaging could be the most significant bottleneck in the
development of commercially relevant integrated photonic devices at least for the next few years.
Fiber Coupling: Coupling light from an off-chip laser
source into the chip always imposes some optical loss. Indeed, this coupling loss accounts for a significant source of
power loss in silicon photonics [146]. Two common coupling solutions are through using surface coupling (e.g., using vertical grating couplers) and edge coupling. Compared to edge coupling solutions, surface grating couplers
enable wafer-scale testing and are cost-effective in terms of
the fabrication process. However, their optical bandwidth
is limited, and their coupling efficiency is lower. Realizing
a low-loss, cost-effective, and high-bandwidth coupling
solution for silicon photonic integrated circuits is one of the
major challenges in this area.
Light-Source Integration: As discussed in Section 2,
one of the fundamental challenges in silicon photonics to
date is the lack of energy efficient on-chip lasers [19]. While
off-chip lasers have high light-emitting efficiency and
good temperature stability, they impose the use of inefficient, lossy couplers (discussed above) and increase packaging costs. On-chip lasers can potentially achieve a higher
integration density and a better performance in terms of
energy efficiency, but their development requires integration of other materials with silicon because of the low emission efficiency of silicon. Moreover, on-chip lasers must
also address challenges with on-chip thermal variations,
which can significantly alter their efficiencies.
Thermal and Process Sensitivity: As discussed in Sections 2 and 3, fundamental silicon photonic devices are
considerably sensitive to runtime thermal variations and
inevitable fabrication process variations [47]. In particular,
the thermal issue is of critical concern when integrating
photonics with electronics in systems like manycore computing platforms, where heat generated from electronics
highly impacts photonics device and circuit performance.
There are also self-heating effects in silicon photonic devices that further contributes to the thermal sensitivity
problem. In terms of fabrication process variations, there
are fundamental differences between variations in a conventional CMOS process and those in SP fabrication processes. Nevertheless, variation analysis and tools to enable
variation-aware design in PICs are still missing and highly
required. Consequently, design for manufacturability and
efficient cross-layer solutions to mitigate the impact of
thermal and fabrication process variations are necessary.
Electronic-Photonic Co-Design and Co-Simulation:
There are multiple challenges associated with electronicphotonic co-design and co-simulation, including, but not
limited to: complex nature of optical fields with both phase
and amplitude, large bandwidth of optical signals that requires simulations in very small step sizes, compute-intensive optical simulations that are often required for accurate
characterization of photonic devices, the need for both frequency and time domain simulations, lack of standardized

behavioral models for electro-optic integration and co-simulations, lack of reliable compact models, etc. The authors
refer the reader to [137] for more discussions on silicon
photonics design challenges.
Design and Verification Tools: Unlike electronics,
where design, simulation, test, and verification aspects are
often integrated into electronic design automation (EDA)
tools, tools in silicon photonics are still in an early stage
[137][151]. One of the current active research areas is to develop design automation solutions, similar to those in electronics, for silicon photonics (electronic-photonic design
automation). It is predictable that further improvements in
such tools will facilitate the cross-layer design and system
integration of silicon photonics into manycore computing
platforms.
PNoC Integration: The fabrication of a manycore processor with a PNoC has still to be achieved. The major challenges are related to the number of photonic elements that
can be integrated into a photonic layer. The form factors of
different photonics components and design rules may create challenges to implement certain resource-hungry
PNoC architectures which require tens to hundreds of
thousands of devices. However, monolithic 3D and multilayer PNoCs may be able to overcome some of these challenges. Yield at such integration scales is still a big unknown and improving the yield of electro-optic chips may
necessitate new architectural innovations.
Photonic memory: Some recent efforts have begun to
investigate photonic static RAM based caches [138], [139].
Chiplets with such photonic caches can avoid electro-optic
conversions during data reads/writes, which can reduce
the energy footprint for both data access and movement.
Optical SRAM cell architectures have been demonstrated
with various SOA-based layouts [140]. But building an ultra-fast optical cache memory with the capacity and energy
consumption characteristics required to outperform electronic SRAM architectures is a very challenging task.
Photonic computation: There is growing interest in using photonics devices as replacements for electronics components such as transistors, to achieve computing with
photons instead of electrons. Devices such as MachZehnder Interferometers (MZIs), MRRs, and directional
couplers allow combining light signals to emulate logic
gates and perform operations such as matrix multiplications. Such photonic logic based computation promises to
significantly reduce switching power (as experienced in
electronic circuits). However, energy-efficient optical computing is still in its infancy, and there are many open challenges, related to scalability to large designs, area footprint
reduction, power loss mitigation, and variation resilience.
QoS tradeoffs: The area of approximate computing has
received a lot of interest over the past two decades. The
approximate (or inexact) computing paradigm enables
trading-off application output quality of service (QoS)
with performance and energy goals. By sacrificing a small
amount of QoS in certain application domains such as machine learning, data analytics, image processing, and database query processing, it is possible to improve performance and reduce energy consumption. This paradigm
can be exploited in the photonics realm as well. The work
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in [153] is one of the first efforts to enable such a trade-off
and quantify benefits of approximate photonic communications with a PNoC in manycore computing system.
Security: Security represents an emerging challenge in
silicon photonics. MRRs are especially susceptible to security threatening manipulations from Hardware Trojans
(HTs). An HT can manipulate the tuning circuits of detector MRRs to partially tune the detector MRR to a passing
wavelength in the waveguide, which enables snooping of
the data that is modulated on the passing wavelength.
Such covert data snooping is a serious security risk in
PNoCs. SOTERIA [141] represents one of the first solutions
to this challenge, but incurs non-negligible energy overheads. New solutions are needed that can improve security
in energy-efficient ways.
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